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III.

There is an insurrection in State X, during \Vhich the
follO\\·ing situations arise:
(a) Certain insurgent troops are pursued by the regular
troops of State X. The insurgent troops seek and are
granted asylum in the legation of the United States.
The n1inister of the United States becon1es alarmed and
asks the co1n1nander of a United States \\~ar vessel in the
harbor to receive the insurgents on board his vessel in
order to prevent bloodshed, \\·hich is i1nn1inent.
\Vhat should the co1nmancler do, and \\·hy?
(b) The insurgents seize the Robin, a United States
n1erchant vessel in the harbor, and, pro1nising to recon1pense the O\\rners, sail a·way \Vith the vessel. The o'vners
of the Robin request the con1mander of the United States
\Var vessel to recover the Robin in case he n1eets the vessel. The connnancler 1neets the Robin on the high sea.
\Vhat, if anything, should the comn1ander do?
(c) State X charters a united States n1erchant vessel
to transport troops to the seat of the insurrection. \vl1en
the vessel is about to land these troops it is captured by
the insurgents. The captain of the United States nlerchant vessel appeals for assistance to the con1n1ander of
a United States 'var vessel near by.
\Vhat action, if any, should he take?
vVould he act other\\~se if the troops of State X had
been landed before the capture of the vessel?
(d) nfr. Sn1ith, a citizen of the United States, is implicated in this insurrection in State X and is sent out of the
country. ~fr. Smith, as a passenger upon a vessel of
State Y, subsequently enters a port of State X. l-Ie is
thereupon arrested by the authorities of State X. He
then appeals to the comn1ander of a United States \Var
vessel to obtain his release, stating that the action of the
authorities of State X \\·as illegal and unjustifiable.
\iVhat action, if any, should the co1nmander take?
SrTUATrox

III, (a).

There is an insurrection in St.ate X, during \\·hich the
situation arises:
(a) Certain insurgent troops are pursued by the regular troops of State X. 'fhe insurgent troops seek and
follo"~ing
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are granted asylum in the legation of the United States.
The minister of the United States becomes alar1ned and
asks the con1n1ander of a ·United States 'var vessel in
the harbor to receive the in~urgents on board his vessel
to prevent bloodshed 'vhich is i1nminent.
'Vhat should the comn1ander do, and 'vhy 1
SOLUTIOK .

.
The connnander should reply to the minister that he
has no authority to promise to receive or directly or
indirectly to .invite any refugees on board his vessel,
and that he can only judge in regard to the propdety of
the reception of any such person or persons "~hen they
appear at the vessel requesting asylun1.
XOTES

o:N

SITUATIOX III,

(a).

Reception to bodies of 1nen.-This situation again
raises the question of interpre~ation of article 308 of the
United States Naval Regulations of 1900, w·hich 'vas
somew·hat fully discussed under Situation II in 1902.
This regulation is as follo,vs:
The right of asylum for political refugees has no foundation in international law. In countries, however, where frequent insurrections occur,
and constant instability of goYernment exists, usage sanctions the granting
of asylum; but eYen in the waters of such countries officers should refuse
all applications for asylum, except when required by the interests of
humanity in extreme or exceptional cases, such as the pursuit of a refugee
by a mob. Officers must not directly or indirectly invite refugees to
aceep t asylum.

In Situation II, of 1902, the question of ~he propriety
of a promise of asylurn in advance of the en1ergency 'vas
discussed and the propriety of such promise 'vas denied.
The case no"r under consideration finds certain insurgent troops already gran ted refuge in the legation of
the United States.
Oases of asylum.-The 1ninister of the United States
may claiin some 'veight of precedent for his request in
the case of the reception of various members of the
defeated faction after the battle of Placillas, in Chile,
in 1891. The telegram fron1 the United States legation
on Septen1ber 7, 1891, states that a number of the supporters of the Government of Chile, "in order to save
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their liYes, "-hich certainly "·ould haYe been sacrificed,
took refuge on board the Gern1an and United States
ships of "·ar." (U. S. Foreign Relations, 1891, p. 161.)
Later refugees fro1n the legation ot the United States,
and fro1n the Spanish legation, "·ere received on board a
United States "·ar ship, and "·ere accon1panied to the
ship by 1ninisters of the United States, Spain, and Italy.
Brazil, 1894-.-In 1894, on the suppression of· the
Brazilian insurrection, the leaders and son1e of the
other insurgents "·ere receiYed on board a Portuguese
n1an-of-\\·ar. ~Ir. Greshan1, at that tin1e Secretary of
State) sent the follo\\·ing dispatch to ~Ir. Bayard:
Xo. 342.]

D_EPART.:\IEXT OF STATE,

lVashington, April 6, 1891;..
Sm: You are doubtless aware that the night before the final collapse
of the insurgent movement in the bay of Rio de Janeiro, da Gama, the
insurgent leader, and some of his subordinate officials, were received on
board a Portuguese man-of-war in the harbor. About two \Yeeks ago the
British ambassador here informed me that the Brazilian Government had
demanded of Portugal the surrender of these men, and that the latter
Government had offered to land them somewhere beyond the jurisdiction
of Brazil, and there detain them until the fate of the insurrection should
be known, when their right of asylum under the circumstances could be
determined. Sir Julian \Yas instructed, he said, by his Government to ask
the United States to join Great Britain in a friendly suggestion to the Government of Brazil that it accept this offer of Portugal. I submitted the
matter to the President and, after full consideration, he instructed me to
inform Sir Julian that the United States did not feel inclined to join in
the suggestion. A day or t\YO later a substantially similar request was
received from the Governrnent of Italy, through ~Ir. Thompson, our
minister at Rio, and answered in the same way, and within the last week a
direct request to the same effect from the Portuguese Government, through
its 1ninister here, has been declined.
\V. Q. GRESIIA)I.
I am, etc.,
(U.S. Foreign Relations, 1894, p. 278.)

J[ orea,

1895.-In I{:orea, in 1895, certain refugees
sought the legation of the United States, and v;ere received "·ithin it. At that ti1ne the United States representative at Seoul sent the follo\ving telegran1 to the
Departlnent of State:
SEOUL, December 1, 1895.
lVashington:
Three days ago loyalists made a fruitless attempt to capture royal
palace, in consequence of which usurpers are very bold, arresting and
killing loyalists. I have 8 refugees. See my dispatch No. 159. Xo

0LXEY,
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charge made against them, but if caught they will be tortured and killed
by the King's father. A demand may soon be made for them for some
reason or other. It is desirable for then1 to leave. Yorktown will shortly
leave for Shanghai. Will you authorize commander in chief to grant
them passage 1
SILL.

~fr.

Sill subsequently explained that his intention
'vas to prevent injury to the refugees. He says in a
dispatch of January 20, 1896:
I had at no time supposed that the refugees could be sheltered by rne
"against officers of the de facto Government charged with apprehending
them as violators of the laws of their country." On the contrary, they
had been informed by me that I must at any time give them up upon
proper demand from the Korean Government; hence my desire to get
them out of the way before any demand for them should be served on me.

To the telegram n1entioned above, l\ir. Olney n1ade a
very positive reply, as follo,vs:
DEP.ARTl\IE~T OF STATE,

lVashington, December 2, 1895.
SILL,

1lfinister, Seoul:

Refugees can not be sheltered by you against officers of de facto government charged with apprehending them as violators of the laws of their
country. Use of Yorktown in manner suggested is wholly inadmissible.
The Department sees with disfavor your disposition to forget that you
are not to interfere with local concerns and politics of Korea, but are to
limit yourself strictly to the care of American interests.
OLNEY.

(U. S. Foreign Relations, 1895, pp. 974, 977.)

Development of policy in regard to asylu1n.-The general
attitude to,vard asylum in legations and upon vessels
vf 'var has in recent years beco1ne less and less favorable.
In some of the early diplomatic correspondence of the
United States asylu1n 'vas regarded 'vith favor. In
1844 l\fr. Calhoun 'vrote to the representative in Brazil
that, "The right of asylum in revolutionary times and
in revolutionary countries should be indulgently construed." During the latter half of the nineteenth
century the policy of the United States has been to
discourage the granting of asylun1. In countries outside
of those in the Western He1nisphere the granting of
asylu1n has been reduced to the narro"rest li1nits and
almost prohibited. In Central and South An1erican
States, and in the West Indies, there have been, ho"rever,
frequent instances of the exercise of this means of protec-
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tion to refugees. Even in these countries the United
States has tried to discourage the practice in late years.
'I:'his is sho\vn in a dispatch of ~Ir. Se\vard to ~lr. Hollister,
~lay· 2S, 1S6S, in "·hich ~Ir. Se\vard says:
The rcYolutionary condition seemed to have become chronic in many
of the South American nations after they had achieved their independence,
and the United States, as well as the European nations, recognized and
maintained the right of asylum in their intercourse with those republics.
\Ve have, howe,Tcr, constantly employed our. influence for scYeral years
to meliorate and improYe the political situation in these republics, with
an earnest desire to relinquish the right of asylum there.

Secretary Fish, in a dispatch to l\Ir. Bassett June 4,
187 5, speaking of persons \vho have sought asyhun in the
"Gnited States legation in Port au Prince in the tin1e of
civil disturbances, says:
It is regretted that you deemed yourself -justified by an impulse of humanity to grant such an asylum. You have repeatedly been instructed
that such a practice has no basis in public law, and so far as this Government is concerned, is bclieYed to be contrary ·to all sound policy. The
course of the diplomatic representatives of other countries in receiving
political refugees upon such occasions is not deemed sufficient to warrant
this Gm·ernment in sanctioning a similar step on the part of the representati,·cs of the United States.

Later, in 1883,
correspondence:

~Ir.

Frelinghuysen says of this same

The views of this Government as to the right of asylum have long been
well known. You will find them in the correspondence of this Department
with your predecessor, :Jir. Bassett. * * * While indisposed from
obYious motiYcs of common humanity to direct its agents to deny temporary
shelter to any unfortunates threatened with mob violence, it is proper
to instniCt them that it will not countenance them in any attempt to
knowingly harbor offenders against the laws from the pursuit of the legitimate agents of justice.
(For many references, sec 1 \Vharton's Digest, sec. 10·1.)
~Ir.

Olney, in 1895, says that it is "the uniform rule
of this Government to discountenance asylun1 in every
fonn, and to enjoin upon its agents the exercise of the
ut1nost care to avoid any i1nputation of abuse jn granting
such shelter. It 1nay be tolerated as an act of humanity
\vhen the hospitality afforded does not go beyond
~heltering the individual fro1n la\vlessness.
It may
not be tolerated should it be sought to re1nove a subject
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beyond the reach of the la \V to the disparagement of the
sovereign authority of the State." (Foreign Relations,
1895, p. 246.)
Mr. Hay, in 1899, says, "It is evident that a general
rule, in the abstract, can not be laid do,vn for the inflexible guidance of the diplomatic representatives of this
Government in according shelter to those requesting it.
But certain limitations to such grant are recognized.
It should not, in any case, take the form of a direct or
indirect intervention in the internecine conflicts of a
foreign country, \vith a view'" to the assistance of any
of the contending factions, \vhether acting as insurgents
or as representing the titular government." (Foreign
Relations, 1899, p. 258.)
Fron1 the instances cited above, and fro1n 1nany other
instances \vhere the opinion of the Govern1nent of the
United States has be~n expressed, it is evident that the
attitude of the United States is to discourage the grant
of asylun1 to the utmost, and to limit its grant to cases
\Vhere mob violence is threatened, or \Vhere the ordinary
course of government is interrupted. This same tendency of restriction is evident in other countries as \vell
as in the United States.
Attit,ude to(jvard insurgent troops .-In the case under
consideration the insurgent troops have sought the
shelter of the legation to escape the consequences of \var,
which as troops they had \Vaged upon the regular government. In sheltering these troops from the regular troops
the minister of the United States has in a measure taken
the part of the insurgents against the established government. Such action has repeatedly been disavo\ved by
the United States Govern1nent. If these insurgent troops
have engaged in hostilities against the established
government they are liable to the consequences of their
action, and it is not the function of representatives of
the United States to protect thetn frotn such consequences. As ~Ir. Fish said, in 187 6:
Among other objections to granting such asylum it may be remarked
that that act obviously tends so far to incite conspiracies against governments, that if persons charged with ofl'enses can be sure of being screened
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in a foreign legation from arrest they will be much more apt to attempt
the O\erthrow of authority than if such a place of refuge were not open
to them.

The printed Instructions to the Diplo1natic Officers of
the "Cnited States, issued by the Department of State
declare thatThe priYilege of immunity from local jurisdiction does not embmce the
right of asylum for persons outside of a representatiYe's diplomatic or
personal household.
In some countries, where frequent insurrections occur and consequent
instability of goYernment exists, the practice of extraterritorial asylum has
become so firmly etsablished that it is often in\oked by unsuccessful insurgents and is practically recognizd by the local goYernment, to the extent
eYen of respecting a consulate in which such fugitiYes may take refuge.
This GoYernment does not sanction the usage and enjoins upon its representati\es in such countries the a\oidance of all pretexts for its exercise.
'\bile indisposed to direct its representatiYrs to deny temporary shelter to
any person who may be threatened by mob :..·iolenre, it deems it proper to
instruct them that it will not countenance them in any attempt kno"·ingly
to harbor offenders against the laws from the pursuit of the legitimate
agents of justice.

Asylurn to officers of established goverrunent.-ln 1894
certain refugees "·ere received upon the Bennington "·hile
that vessel of the United States Navy "·as at La Libertad in Sa.lva.dor. These refugees "·ere officers of the
established gover1unent "'"hich the "Cnited States had
recognized and "·hen received 'Yere fleeing from the revolutionists. Of this event President Cleveland, in his
1nessage of Decen1ber 3, 1894, says:
The Go\ernment of SalYador haYing been oYerthrown by an abrupt
popular out break, certain of its military and ciYil officers, while hotly pursued by infuriated insurgents, sought refuge on board the "Cnited States "·arship Bennington, then lying in a Sal,adorean port. Although the pmctice
of asylum is not faYored by this GoYerrunent, yet in Yiew of the imminent
peril "·hich threatened the fugitiYfs, and solely from considerations of
humanity, they were afforded shelter by our naYal commander, and when
afterwards demanded under our trEaty of extradition with Sah·ador for
trial on charges of murder, arson, and robbery, I directed that such of them
as had not ,·oluntarily left the ship be conYeyed to one of our nearest ports
where a hearing could be had before a judicial officer in compliance "·ith thP
terms of the treaty.

Fron1 this passage of the President's n1essage, and fron1
the correspondence bearing upon the event~ it is evident
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that the affair \vas regarded as one of granting temporary
shelter to those who \vere pursued by an irresponsible
body of troops. In other cases the United States has
made a distinction bet\veen the granting of temporary
shelter to those in imminent danger and the granting
of asylum as a deliberate act. While the first is sometimes allo\vable, the latter has been uniformly discountenanced. It has also been admitted in practice
that some\vhat more of favor may properly be extended
to officials of the established government than to parties
in opposition to it.
General consideration of the Situation.-In the case as
presented for solution, the troops opposing the established
government have received asylum in the United States
legation, and from fear lest there may be bloodshed the
minister of the United States requests the United States
commander to receive the refugees on board his vessel.
Presuming that there \vould be no difficulty in bringing the refugees to the vessel, \vhich \vould doubtless
be contrary to the fact, should he agree to receive the
refugees~ Of course, the commander \vould have no
right to take any steps to bring the insurgent troops on
board his ship or to secure their safety \vithin the jurisdiction of State X \vhile they are passing from the legation to the vessel, ev·e n if he should grant the requested
asylum. The commander could, ho\vever, land forces
for the protection of American interests. If the legation
of the United States is in danger, the landing of forces for
its protection is legitimate and such action is not uncommon. No violation of the territory of State X by landing
a guard to escort the troops of the insurgent party could
be held to be a protection of United States interests
without the special orders of th~ Government.
The commander \vould be justified in affording protection to the legation in case of danger to it or offense
against its inviolability.
The commander \vould not assume to judge of the propriety or impropriety of the action of the United States
minister. Nor should he share the responsibility of the
minister. The fact that the minister has received these
18239-05-3
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refugees does not justify the commander in rece1v1ng
them even upon the minister's request. The position of
the Governn1ent has been set forth by Secretary Hay, in
1899, \vhen speaking of shelter, ''certain limitations to
such grant are recognized. It should not, in any case,
take the form of a direct or indirect intervention in the
internecine conflicts of a foreign country, \vith a vie\v to
the assistance of any of the contending factions, \Vhether
acting as insurgents or as representing the titular
government. ' '
OoncZusion.-Considering the attitude of the Government, the policy to\vard the limitation of asylum, the
fact that the minister may call upon the commander to
protect the inviolability of the legation, the comn1ander
should reply that he has no authority to promise to
receive any persons as refugees, and that the Regulations
of the service state that even in the \Vaters of countries
\Vhere frequent insurrections occur, "officers should refuse
all applications for asylum except \vhen required by the
interests of humantiy in extreme and exceptional cases~
such as the pursuit of a refugee by a mob." Under these
circumstances, \vhen the pursuit is by the regular troops,
the commander w·ould n.ot feel justified in interfering.
Should these persons, ho,vever, appear at the side of his
vessel seeking shelter under exceptional circumstances,
he \vould be forced to decide at the time upon the propriety of receiving them.
·
I

SITUATION

III, (b).

There is an insurrection in State X.
(b) The insurgents seize the Robin, a United States
merchant vessel in the harbor, and promising to recompense the ow,.ners sail a\vay \vith the vessel. The O\Vners·
request the commander of the United States \Var vessel
to recover the Robin in case he meets the vessel. The
commander meets the Robin on the high sea.
What, if anything, should the commander do 1
SOLUTION.

The commander of the United States \Var vessel is justified in using such force as is necessary to recover the
vessel \vhich has been seized by the insurgents.

INSURGENTS AS PIRATES .
NOTES ON SITUATION III,
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(b) .

Insurgents as pirates.-It has been maintained often
that insurgents committing an act similar to the one
above mentioned are to be treated as pirates.
The statement of the Situation, ho,vever, admits the
existence of an insurrection which is regarded as ' ' a form
-of struggle, varying according to circumstances, but
usually an armed struggle bet,veen t'vo organized groups
Qr parties 'vi thin a state for public political ends.''
(Insurgency, Lectures Naval War College, 1900, p. 3.)
In many cases also the parent state may declare the
insurgents to be pirates. This matter 'vas very fully
considereu by the United States, in 1885, in consequence
of the insurrection in Colombia at that _time, 'vhen the
President of the United States of Colombia declared certain vessels ''occupied by the rebels to be pirates'' and
to be ' ' beyond the pale of in tern a tion al la'v. ' '
In discussing the treatment of these vessels, ~Ir.
Wharton, solicitor for the Department of State, gave an
-opinion 'vhich, since 1885, has been several times affirmed,
as follo,vs:
The Government of the United States can not regard as piratical vessels
manned by parties in arms against the Government of the United States of
Colombia, when such vessels are passing to and from ports held by insurgents, or even when attacking ports in the possession of the National Government. In the late civil war the United States, at an early period of the struggle, surrendered the position that those manning the Confederate cruisers
were pirates under international law. The United States of Colombia can
not, sooner' or later, do otherwise than accept the same view. But, however this may be, no neutral power can acquiesce in the position now taken
by the Colombian Government. Whatever may be the demerits of the
vessels in the power of the insurgents, or whatever may be the status of those
manning them under the municipal law of Colombia, if they be brought by
the act of the National Government within the operation of that law, there
can be no question that such vessels, when engaged as above stated, are not,
by law of nations, pirates; nor can they be regarded as pirates by the United
States. (U.S. Foreign Relations, 1885, p. 212.)

It is not denied, of course, that a local government may
define what actions and what persons it 'vill regard as
piratical, but such local definition has significance only
for the state making the definition. Indeed the United
States Constitution specifically gives to Congress the
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right ''to define and punish piracies and felonies committed .on the high seas and offences against the la,vs of
nations." The definition of piracy in the international
sense is, how·ever, not dependent on these municipal
prOVlSlOnS.
Policy of the United States.-.A. s President Cleveland
said, in his niessage of December 8, 1885: ''A question of
much importance 'vas presented by decrees of the Colombian Go"Vernmen t, proclaiming the closure of certain
ports then in the hands of insurgents, and declaring vessels held by the revolutionists to be piratical and liable to
capture by any po,ver. To neither of these propositions
could the United States assent. An effective closure of
ports not in the possession of the goYernment, but held
by hostile partisans, could not be recognized; neither
could the Yessels of insurgents against the legitimate
sovereignty be deemed hostes hurnani generis "~ithin the
precepts of international la"~, "~hatever might be the
definition and penalty of their acts under the municipal
la"~ of the state against "~hose authority they "Tere in
revolt. The denial by this Government of the Colombian
propositions did n9t, ho"~ever, imply the admission of a
belligerent status on the part of the insurgents.''
The declaration by a state that a certain vessel or certain vessels are piratical does not 1nake then1 such according to internationalla"T' nor does it give a foreign state
a right to treat them as piratical. ~fr. Bayard gave the
opinion of the State Department, in 1885:
The principle upon which I based my note of April 24 was, generally,
that there can not be paper piracy with international effects and obligations any more than there can be a paper blockade of effective character.
In the one case, as in the other, no force or effect can be communicated by
a municipal decree which is not inherent in the case itself, and I felt constrained to announce to you that this Government could not deem itself
bound in any manner by such a decree, either as entailing any international obligation or as conferring upon it any derived jurisdiction in the
premises. The position seemed so self-evident and is so abundantly supported by authority that I deemed it quite unnecessary to enter into argument or collation of precedents to sustain the simple announcement.
It would seem, however, that you have misunderstood that announcement, and.you now seek to controvert on the assumption that it recognizes
the vessels mentioned in the Colombian decree as legitimate belligerents,
thereby divesting them of whatever inherent piratical character they may
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possess. Your argument, and the pre~edent of the l\1agellan pirates adduced by you, aim to show that vessels of this character, even though
ostensibly in the service of a hostile insurrection, may be tainted with
piracy to a degree to bring them within the jurisdiction of a foreign state
whose forces may have captured them on the high seas.
This position I am not disposed to deny, but I then did feel bound to
deny, and do so still, that a municipal decree of a sovereign can communicate to a single vessel, or in comprehensive terms to a class of vessels, a
character of piracy which they may not already possess under the circumstances surrounding each particular vessel, or that a foreign sovereign can
derive or exercise any power, obligation, or jurisdiction in virtue of such
a municipal decree which it does not already possess in the nature of the
case under the law of nations. Were any foreign government to exercise
such right or jurisdiction in the case of a vessel found committing acts in
themselves piratical, a decree of this character could only, by the widest
stretch, be deemed an acquiescence in and voluntary confirmation of the
power and right so exercised by the law of nations. It could not be held
to confer the right to capture and judge an actual pirate any more than,
assuming the contrary position by way of hypothesis, it could deny or
assume to annul that right in a given case. (U. S. Foreign Relations,
1885, p. 273.)

The declaration by a foreign state that certain vessels
in revolt against the established government are piratical is often practically an admission of their insurgency
and of the fact that hostilities exist with the faction in
control of the ships, for piracy in the international law
sense is determined by the intent of the act and not by
domestic decree.
Attitude of Great BritairJt.-The Huascar, a Peruvian
ship of 'var, 'vas seized by its crew in a revolt in 1877.
The Government of Peru declined to be responsible for
the acts of the rebels. The Huascar boarded British vessels, seized coal, and took off passengers. "On the question being. brought before the House of Coininons, the
attorney-general expressed his opinion that the H uascar
was not a belligerent, but a rover committing depredations 'vhich made her an enemy of her Britannic Majesty,
and therefore it could not be disputed that the admiral
could 'vage 'var upon her. If she 'vere a belligerent, or
the vessel of a belligerent po,ver, to \vhich the representation of the British Government 'Yas under an obligation
to extend belligerent rights, the proceedings of the adn1iral
might be open to censure. But to make out that she
was a vessel belonging to a belligerent po,ver there must
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be a rebellion; the rebels also 1nust have established
so1nething like a goYern1nent, to do certain acts upon the
high seas against neutral . ships. If a cruiser did co1nn1it acts of depredation w·itbout authority, the neutral
states \\,. ould de1nand satisfaction. If the lluascar \Vas
a belligerent, she \Vould be responsible. In strictness the
crew· of the H uascar \\,.ere pirates and n1igh t have been
treated as such; but it \Vas one thing to say that, according to the strict letter of the la,v, people have been guilty
of acts of piracy and another to advise that they should
be tried for their lives and hanged at Ne,vgate. The
Huascar \Yas called upon to surrender, and she refused.
The ad1niral took steps accordingly to 1nake her surrender." (Halleck, Baker's ed. International La,v, Vol.
I, p. 449.)
· Piracy according to international Zaw.-Piracy in the
international sense is not a political act, but an act implying animus furandi, an act entered upon in a spirit of
robbery or marked violence. It is not ain1ed against
any particular state or the citizens of any particular state.
La,vrence gives, a1nong the 1narks of a piratical act, that
it be "an act of violence adequate in degree;" "an act
done outside the territorial jurisdiction ot any civilized
state;" and "an act the perpetrators of \\,.hich are destitute of authorization fron1 any recognized political community;" or, as La,vrence says, in summarizing, "An act
to be piratical must be of adequate violence; it n1ust be
committed outside the jurisdiction of a civilized State;
and it must possess no national authorization." (International La\\,., section 122, p. 210.)
Application to the Situation.-It is evident that it is not
the policy of the United States to regard insurgent. vessels as pirates, and hence this vessel \\,.hile seizing a vessel
\\,.ithin the harbor of State X can not be considered as a
pirate fro1n the point of vie\v of international la\v.
The act is con1mitted w·ithin the jurisdiction of State
X and in derogation of the sovereignty of State X. It
is unquestionably a violation of the la\\,.S of State X, and
for the act State X n1ay prescribe the punislunent.
As the act is not piracy in fact or in intent, the United
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States commander should not, if he overtakes the vessel
on the high seas, treat it as piratical.
By the state1nent of the situation, the co1nmander of
the United States 'var vessel does meet the seized vessel,
the Robin, on the high seas.
He may not treat the case as one of piracy, but it certainly is an offense "·hich comes "'"ithin his jurisdiction.
This is a case of a merchant vessel 'vhich needs his protection and the regula tio:r;t of the service "'"ould apply.
U.S. Navy Regulations, 1900, 309, prescribe that,
So far as lies within their power, commanders-in-chief and captains of
ships shall protect all merchant vessels of the United States in lawful occupations and advance the commercial interests of this countr~y, always acting
in accordance with international law and treaty obligations.

The Robin has been seized 'Yithin the jurisdiction of
the State X and is no"r upon the high seas. It is evident
that State X is not in full control of the port in 'Yhich
the Robin "·as seized. Fron1 the nature of the case, also,
the insurgents 'vho seized the Robin, "'"hile not pirates,
are not a responsible body and can not be dealt 'vith as
,such by. the United States. As they are not belligerents
the seizure of the Robin can not be permitted under the
right of angary. Nor does the promise to make compensation to the o"'"ners in any 'vay change the case, as the
insurgents "rho seized the· Robin are not a responsible
body at the ti1ne and their future responsibility is uncertain. That the seizure is not 'vith the approval of the
o'vners is evident from the request of the o'vners that
the vessel be recovered by the United States "·ar vessel.
:'~In 1885, in Colombia, certain vessels belonging to
neutrals "·ere taken by insurgents in a 1nanner soinew·hat
similar to that in the case of the Robin. At this time
~Ir. "'.Vharton,'. Solicitor for the Department of State, gave
his opinion as follo"·s: ~-:-. - - ·=:\Then \'"essels belonging to citizens of the United States have been seized
and are:now navigated on~the high seas by persons not representing any
government or belligerent power recognized by the United States, such
vessels may be captured and rescued by their owners, or by United States
cruisers acting for such owners: and all force which is necessary for such
purpose may be used to make the capture effectual. (U. S. Foreign Relations, 1885, p. 212.)
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Fron1 the above, \vhich is an accepted precedent, 1t is
evident that the co1nmandcr of the United States \Var
vessel \Yould be justified in seizing the United States
merchant vessel \vhich the insurgents had taken.
Oonclusion.-rrhe com1nander of the cruiser of the
United States is justified in n1aking a capture of the
Robin. \Vhat disposition shall he 1nake of the captured
vessel~ \Yhile the naval officer is justified in making the
capture, he has not authority, except in extreme instances, to dispose of or determine the fate of a captured
vessel. That authority belongs to another branch of the
Government. l-Ie should therefore send in the captured
vessel, if possible, to a port of his O\Vn country \vith a
report of the case. If distance or other circumstances
prevent such action, he should take the vessel under his
authority to some port near by and obtain instructions
fron1 his home Governrnent as to the further disposition
of the vessel.
The question of damages from State X on account of
seizure of the Robin \Vithin that State's jurisdiction is a
matter for diplomatic negotiation.
SITUATION

III, (c).

There is an insurrection in State X.
(c) State X charters a United States rnerchant vessel to
transport troops to the seat of insurrection. vVhen the
vessel is about to land these troops it is captured by the
insurgents. The captain of the United States 1nerchant
vessel appeals for assistance to the cornmander ot aU ni ted
States \var vessel near by.
(1) \V'hat action, if any, should he take~
(2) Ho'v \\Tould he act if the troops of State X had been
landed before the capture of the vessel~
SOLUTIOX.

(1) The commander of the United States \\'ar vessel
should reply that "'vhile the United States \vould not
interfere to prevent an An1erican vessel fron1 voluntarily
carrying arms and troops in the service of a govern1nent
trying to put do,vn an insurrection, it \Vould leave the
vessel and its cre,vs so voluntarily entering into such
service to the consequences of establishing such a relation."
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(2) Provided the merchant vessel has fulfilled its charter contract and is no longer in the service of State X after
landing the troops, the commander of the United States
war vessel should extend to the merchant vessel full protection.
NOTES ON SITUATION III,

(c).

Nature of the relations.--The fact of the insurrection is
admitted. State X enters into a contract \vith the merchant vessel of the United States to transport troops to
the seat of the insurrection.
As there is no belligerency from the point of vie\v of
internationalla,v, this becomes a simple commercial contract in \vhich certain service is rendered under a certain
agreement. The nature of the service is a question of
importance.
It has been held by the Supre1ne Court of the United
States that a recognition of belligerency is not necessary
in order to bring into operation the neutrality la\vs of the
United States. (166 U. S., 49.)
"It may be said to be established that the parties to
a conflict that has attained the proportion of an insurrection shall observe, as far as possible, the rules of
civilized w·arfare." (Insurgency, Lectures, Naval vVar
College, 1900, p. 13.)
It is generally admitted at the present time that insurgents are not criminals \vhen pursuing public political
ends, and also that insurgents are free to carry on legitimate hostilities, though it is maintained that the conduct
of these hostilities should not unduly interfere \vith neutral commerce. Admiral Benhan1, at the time of the
Brazilian revolt of 1893-94, maintained that w·hile neutral commerce \vas liable to interruption during the actual
continuance of active hostile operations in time of an
insurrection, at other times ordinary commerce should
not be interrupted because of such internal disturbances.
In case of State X there is no belligerency in the sense
in \vhich the \vord is used in international law·. There is,
ho\vever, an insurrection, \vhich is held to bring into operation certain of the la\vs applying to a state of belligerency so far as the parties to the struggle are concer11ed.
Just ho\v far third states and the citizens of other states
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are affected by the existence of insurrection in a g1ven
state is not yet deter1nined.
Bluefields, 1894..-.A.Jl instance sonle,vhat si1nilar to the
one under consideration occurred in 1894, at the time of
the Bluefields insurrection. The conditions, as sho,vn
from the official correspondence, 'vere as follo,vs:
.1lfr. Baker to :Jfr. Gresham.
LEGATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

Managua, August 8, 1894-(Received September 4).
SIR: On the evening of August 2 ~fr. Gustavo Guzman came to this legation bearing, as he informed me, a verbal message from the President, to the
following effect:
First. That this Government had sent a large number of troops to San
Juan del Norte, where they had just arrived, on their way to Bluefields.
Second. That this GoYernment had chartered the steamboat Yulu, a boat
owned by the Emory Company of Boston, flying the United States flag, to
transport these troops from San Juan del Norte to Bluefields.
Third. That now the captain and crew of the Yulu, all Americans, refuse
to carry the soldiers, for the reason that Commander O'Neil, of the U.S. S.
Marblehead, had issued a proclamation forbidding vessels under the flag of
the United States from" carrying bodies of armed men or military supplies"
for either "party" to the contrmTersy in the :Mosquito territory.
Fourth. The President, therefore, requested that I, as United States minister, issue an order to the captian and crew of the steamer Yulu, assuring
them that they nm no risk in disobeying the warning of Commander O'Neil.
I could not believe it to be my duty to comply with this request; but,
at the suggestion of ~Ir. Guzman, I gave him the accompanying telegram, marked "Inclosure No. 1," which he had liberty to send if he so
desired. Inclosure No. 2 is a copy of the proclamation of Commander
O'Neil referred to.
I have, etc.,
LEWIS BAKER.
[Inclosure.]

.Jfr. Baker to Commander O'Neil.
LEGATIOX OF THE UNITED STATES,
~ICARAGUA, CosTA RICA, AND S.\LVADOR,
:Jf anagua, August 2, 1894.
Commander O'NEIL,

U.S. S. :Jfarblehead, Bluefields:
The Nicaraguan Government had chartered~ as I learn, the steamer Y ulu,
belonging to a company of Americans, to carry troops from Grey Town to
Bluefields. The President desires to know if this is contrary to your order
commanding the neutrality of American citizens. Please answer, in care of
Consul Braida, Grey Town.
LE,VIS BAKER,

United States :Jfinister.
(Foreign Relations U.S., 1894, p. 321.)
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[Inclosure.]
U.S. S. ~URBLEHEAD,

Off Bluefields, Nicaragua, July 14, 1894.
To the owners, agents, and captains of vessels under the flag of the United
States trading in these waters:
In view"of the fact that there is in effect a revolution going on in the :Mosquito Reserve between the chief of the said reserve and his followers and
the provisional council, which in a measure through its president represents,
or assumes to represent, the Government of Nicaragua, these parties being
in hostile attitude to each other, and the former being at present in possession at Bluefields, you are hereby cautioned and counseled not to interfere
with nor take part in the affairs of either faction by permitting vessels under
your charge to engage in any military operations, that is, not to carry bodies
of armed men or military supplies, knowing them to be such, for either
party, nor to assist in any hostile demonstration; and should either party
attempt to coerce you to do so, or interfere with you in the peaceful pursuance of your legitimate business, you are advised to utter a vigorous protest,
to show this notice, and to communicate the facts of the case to me.
CHARLES O'NEIL,

Commander, United States Navy.

(For-eign Relations,

U.S.,

1894, Appendix I, p. 321.).

It will be observed that Con1mander O'Neil had not, as
'vas intimated by the Nicaraguan representative, forbidden vessels under the United States flag "t~ carry
bodies of armed men or military supplies, kno,ving them
to be such, for either party, nor to assist in any hostile
demonstration." What he actually did 'vas to caution
and co1.tnsel "o'vners, agents, and captains of vessels under
the flag ot the United States" against such action. Subsequent events sho,ved the 'visdom of the notice issued as
cautionary by Con1mander O'Neil. The s'vorn statement
of the purser of the stean1ship Yulu, before Consular Agent
Seat, is as follo,vs:
Affidavit of N. L. Latson.
UNITED STATEs Co~suLAR AGENCY,

Bluefields, l'licaragua, September 22, 1894.
This day, before me, the undersigned authority, personally came and
appeared Norman L. Latson, to me known, and on his oath declares that
heretofore, to wit, on or about the 3d day of August, 1894, affiant was purser
on board the American steamship Yulu, which arrived off Bluefields on the
3d day of August, 1894, having on board 500 or thereabouts Nicaraguan
soldiers and officials, among whom were :Mr. JosP ~Iadriz, Nicaraguan minister of foreign affairs; General Portocarrero, judge-advocate, and Carlos
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Lacayo, ex-commissioner of the :Jiosquito Reserve. Affiant further states
that upon approaching the U.S. S. Columbia, which was at anchor off Bluefields, the captain of the J~ulu signaled tliat he had on board the abovementioned troops and soldiers under protest.
He was thereupon ordered by the U. S. S. Columbia to anchor alongside,
and was shortly afterwards boarded by Lieut. 0. W. Lowry, of said vessel.
Lieutenant Lowry refused to allow the captain of the steamship rulu to
disembark the Nicaraguan troops aboard until he had communicated with
Captain Sumner, of the steamship Columbia, who was in the town of Bluefields. He directed Captain Johnson to take the steamship rulu into the
harbor of Bluefields and to come to an anchor there. Lieutenant Lowry
also placed aboard the steamship rulu a boat's crew of 11 men, in charge of
Ensign Kuenzli, who was to prevent the disembarkation of the Nicaraguan
troops until the return of Lieutenant Lowry, who went into the town in the
steam launch of the Columbia to receive instructions from Captain Sumner.
Lieutenant Lowry offered to convey ~Iinister :Jiadriz and any of his officers
into the town in his steam launch, but the proffered offer was refused,
whereupon Lieutenant Lowry stated that he would return with Captain
Sumner's answer in the shortest possible time, probably two hours.
Affiant further states that the Xicaraguan officials were very indignant
at the refusal to allow them to disembark the troops at once, and indulged
in strong language against the action of the United States. As time passed
the excitement and indignation among them began visibly to increase. The
water tanks of the steamship 1~ulu had been left open by the Nicaraguan
soldiers during the night and all the fresh water allowed to escape, and the
•
aforesaid soldiers were clamoring for water during their detention. Finally,
some of the officials made signals to the Government wharf, about 50 yards
away, at which was stationed a force of Nicaraguan soldiers, and two boats
were sent out to the steamship Yulu in response. Affiant further states that
in the wheelhouse of the steamship rulu were Ensign Kuenzli with two men,
the remainder at the time of the occurrence being disposed about the roof
of the upper deck. There were also present Carlos Lacayo, Ramon Enriquez, a merchant from Grey Town, Nicaragua, and the affiant, Norman L.,
Latson. The latter, leaning out of the window of the wheelhouse, heard
~Iinister :Jiadriz, who was accompanied by Judge-Advocate Portocarrero,
order Captain Johnson, of the steamship Yulu, to take his vessel in to the
Gm?ernment wharf at once and discharge the troops. This Captain Johnson
refused to do, stating that his Yessel was in control of the officer from the
U.S. S. Columbia, and therefore not in his power to obey such a demand.
Affiant further states that thereupon Judge-Advocate Portocarrero,
closely followed by ~Jinister :Jiadriz, rushed into the wheelhouse of the
steamship rulu. They were both white with anger, and Portocarrero had
m his right hand, with his finger on the spring, a clasp knife with a blade
about 8 inches long. Ensign Kuenzli sat on a portion of the steering gear
of the steamship Yulu, within a few feet of Portocarrero, and with his back
toward him. He was reading, but remarked later that he was aware something serious was impending. The two other men from the Columbia were
on the opposite side of the wheelhouse, looking out of a window, and with
their backs also turned to the Kicaraguan officials. :\lost of the rifles
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belonging to the man-of-war's men were stacked in this wheelhouse, and
the Nicaraguans were aware that it would be almost impossible for the men
who were on the roof to reach them in case of sudden attack. There
were at least 100 ~icaraguans on the upper deck of the steamship }rtllu,
and completely surrounding the wheelhouse.
'Vhen ~Iadriz and Portocarrero rushed into the wheelhouse they gathered
around the two doors, which open onto the deck, and, with fixed bayonets
and drawn swords, listened to what transpired. Portocarrero commenced
a \iolent and insulting tirade against the United States, claiming, among
other things, that her action in refusing to allow Nicaraguan troops to
disembark was cowardly and the tyrannical oppression of a small and
defenseless country by a large and powerful one. :Jladriz agreed with him,
and stated that he considered this action an insult to Nicaragua through
him; he further said that they had agreed to wait two hours for an answer
and that nearly three had elapsed. Portocarrero then said, turning to
1fadriz: "Let us make them take the ship to the wharf and disembark the
troops." Affiant then said: "You are making a serious mistake, General
Portocarrero, and do not understand the circumstances of this detention."
Portocarrero appeared to lose control of himself, and heing seconded by
some encouraging exclamations from the crowd around the doors, he raised
his knife and, pointing toward the young officer, said to :Jladriz: ''You give
the command and I will throw myself upon him, and we will take the ship in
to the wharf against any resi~tance on their part." At this instant, and
before :Jlinister :Jladri7. could reply, Captain Johnson, of the steamship Yulu,
stepped into the room and said that he saw smoke across the lagoon, and
believed that the launch was returning. :Jiadriz then turned to Portocarrero, who still stood, knife in hand, and said: "We will wait and see
whether it is the launch; we will give them half an hour more, and if it is not,
we will go in anyhow." Both Lacayo and Enriquez endeavored to dissuade
Portocarrero from the position he had taken, but they were not listened to.
The smoke mentioned by Captain Johnson proved to be from the steam
launch of the Columbia, and in due time Lieutenant Lowry reached the
steamship Yulu with instructions from Captain Sumner to permit the disembarkation of the Nicaraguan troops.
Affiant further states that from his knowledge of the mood and temper of
the Nic~raguan officials, and from the threats he personally heard expressed,
he deposes and says that he believes a disaster and massacre aboard the
steamship Yulu was only averted by the timely sighting of the Columbia's
steam launch.
Affiant further states that he is a native of the United States, born in the
State of New York, and for five years a resident of Nicaragua. He also
states that he thoroughly understands Spanish, in which language the above
remarks were made.
NoRMAN L. LATSON.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this September 22, A. D. 1894.

B. B.

SEAT,

United States Consular Agent.
(Foreign Relations, U.S., 1894, Appendix I, p. 344.)
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Fron1 this state1nent it is seen that the troops ''rere
allo"red to disPinbark and the captain "·as permitted to
depart "·i th his vessel.
This precedent 'Yould seen1 to indicate that the action
of the conunander n1ight be lin1ited to the issuing of the
notice of caution nnd council so far as the transportation
and landing of the troops n1ay enter into the case.
Effect of charter.-in the situation under consideration,
ho\\·ever, as the troops are about to land, the 1nerchant
vessel chartered by State X is captured by the insurgents
and the captain appeals to the co1nmander of the United
States 'var vessel for assistance. There is no 'var in the
full international sense in State X, yet as 'vas said in the
case of The Three Friends (166 U. S., p. 63), there is a
"distinction bet,veen recognition of belligerency and
recognition of a condition of political revolt, bet,veen
recognition of the existence of 'var in a 1naterial sense and
of 'varina legal sense." The court further held that the
neutrality la,vs of the United States extended in this ti1ne
of 'var in a 1naterial sense to prohibition of certain acts
forbidden to a neutral in the ti1ne of 'varina legal sense.
It js affir1ned that the merchant vessel here considered
i" a united States vessel and is consequently entitled to
proper protection as such. In general the character of a
merchant vessel is determined by its flag and its papers.
In this case there i~ no intimation that the papers of the
United States 1nerchant vessel are not correct in all
respects. The one fact is that the merchant vessel is
engaged under contract 'vith State X in transporting
troops to the seat of insurrection 'vhen she is seized as the
troops_ are about to land.
The vessel has not completed her contract 'vith State X.
The vessel is not captured on the high seas. On thjs last
account the United States 'var vessel 'vould ordinarily
hesitate to exercise jurisdiction because 'vithin the threemile limit the local jurisdiction is supposed to prevail.
Under certain circun1stances 'vhen a state is disturbed
by domestic violence a commander 'vould be justified in
interfering for the protection of the interests and persons of citizens of his o'vn state.
This vessel, by accepting the charter from State X for
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the transportation of troops to that extent, engages in the
military expedition against the insurgents and assumes
the consequent risks. Halleck (International La,v,
Baker's ed., I, p. 438), says: "The national character of
ships is, as a general rule; determined by that of their
o'vners. But, as hereafter sho,vn, this rule is subject to
many exceptions, a hostile character being not infrequently in1pressed upon the vessel 'vhile its o'vners are
neutrals or friends. Thus, a hostile flag and ·pass, the
carrying of military persons or dispatches of an enemy,
trading bet"reen enemy's ports, etc., 'vill give to a vessel
a hostile character, no 1natter 'vhat n1ay be that of its
o'vners." .A. nd again (Vol. II, p. 97) "So, a ship belonging to a neutral o'vner 1nay acquire a hostile character
fron1 .the trade in 'vhich she engages or son1e particular
act 'vhich she may do."
In speaking of several cases "~here neutral vessels enter
belligerent service in time of "~ar Dana, in a note to
vVheaton's International La,v (note 228, p. 643), says:
If a vessel is in the actual service of the enemy as a transport, she is to be
condemned. In such case it is im1naterial whether the enemy has got her
into his service by voluntary contract, or by force or fraud. It is also, in
such case, immaterial what is the number of the persons carried, or the
quantity or character of the cargo; and, as to despatches, the court need
not speculate upon their immediate military importance. It is also unimportant whether the contract, if there be one, is a regular letting to hire,
giving the possession and temporary ownership to the enemy, or a simple
contract of affreightment. The truth is, if the vessel is herself under the
control and management of the hostile government, so as to make that
government the owner pro tempore, the true ground of condemnation should
be as enemy's property.

The quotations apply to a state of "~ar.
11r. Bayard, in a letter of December 3, 1886, says
"If in that (a foreign) country," said ~Ir. "\Vebster, "he (a citizen of the
United States) engages in trade or business he is considered by the law of
nations as a merchant of that country;" and in this and other cases ruled in
this Department on this principle, it was held that citizens of the United
States who engage in insurrectionary movements in Cuba there by expose
their property to seizure by Cuban authorities, and had no claim on this
Government to secure indemnity for them from Spain. Nor can Spanish
subjects (under similar circumstances) make claim against the United
States for losses incurred by them through confiscation of their goods in the
late civil war, such confiscation being in conformity with the laws of war."
(III Wharton, International Law Digest, p. 968.)
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It has been affirmed that even "by voluntarily remaining in a country in a state of civil w·ar they (subjects of
foreign po,vers) must be held to have been w·illing to
accept the risks as 'Yell as the advantages of that domicil."
(Ibid, II, p. 578.)
From such staten1ents it is evident that those 'vho
voluntarily co1ne " ?ithin the range of insurgent 1nilitary
action n1ust assume the responsibility thus incurred.
The United States n1erchant vessel voluntarily accepted
a charter 'vhich in its purpose 'vas to bring the vessel as
a part of an actual1nilitary expedition 'vithin the field of
'vhat the Supren1e Court has called "'var in a n1aterial
sense;" and, more than that, the vessel has distinctly
identified itselt 'vith the military forces of State X to the
extent of transporting its troops to the seat of hostilities.
Under these conditions the vessel is 'vholly 'vithin the
jurisdiction of State X for its charter purpose and must
look to State X for protection and assistance.
Opinion of Department of State~-The Government of
the United States has set forth its position in the correspondence as printed in the Foreign Relations for 1897
(p. 331). This position 'Yill be seen to accord 'vith the
general line of precedent and argument 'vhich has prevailed in the United States.
THE TRANSPORTATION OF CENTRAL A.\IERICAN TROOPS AND MUNITIONS OF
WAR L'll

U~ITED

STATES VESSELS.

]Jr. Rodriguez to Mr. Sherman.
LEGATIO~ OF THE GREATER REPUBLIC OF CENTRAL AMERICA,

Washington, April17, 1897.
Sm: Conformably to our conversation of yesterday, I have the honor to
address this communication to your excellency.
:.My Government desires to transport troops and implements of war from
a port in Honduras, or from the Confederation, to any port in the same
State, on the Atlantic or Pacific, with the object of reestablishing order
along the first of the above-named coasts; and in the event of being able
to charter, for this purpose, American vessels, it trusts the consuls of the
United States at Ceiba and Trujillo, or at any other place along the said
coasts, will put no obstacles in the way. 1fy Government solicits this
friendly office of your excellency without prejudice to the right which it
may have in accordance with international law.
J. D. RoDRIGUEZ.
I reiterate, etc.,
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]fr. Sherman to Jfr. Rodriguez.
DEP ARTME~T OF STATE,

Washington, April20, 1897.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of the
17th instant, in which, referring to our conversation of the 16th, you state
the desire of your Government to transport troops and munitions in the
same Stnte on the Atlantic or the Pacific, with the object of reestablishing
order along the Atlantic coast, and that in the event of your Government
being able to charter American vessels for this purpose it trusts that the
consuls of the United States at Ceiba and Trujillo, or at any other place
along the said coast, will put no obstacles in the way.
If, as would appear, the proposed chartering of American vessels by your
Government contemplates a regular contrad with the owners or agents
of such vessels, not compulsory but. voluntary on their part, it is not perceived how the consuls of the United States could interpose any valid
objections to a legitimate transaction which the representatives of the
American owners may be legally competent to effect.
Copy of this correspondence will,,however, be sent to the United States
minister to Guatemala and Honduras and to the consular officers in the
latter country for their information.
I
Accept, etc.,

1lfr. Sherman to Jfr. Coxe.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

lVash ington, April 21, 1897.
Srn: I inclose herewith for your information copy of notes from and to
Seiior J. D. Rodriguez, the minister of the Greater Republic of Central
America at this capital, in regard to the desire of his Government to charter American vessels for the purpose of transporting troops and munitions
of war with object of reestablishing order along the Atlantic coast.
You will observe the Depart~ent's reply that if the proposed chartering of American vessels by his Government contemplates a regular contract
with owners or agents of such vessels, not compulsory but voluntary on
their part, it can not be perceived how the consuls of the United States
could interpose any objections to a legitimate transaction which the representatives of the American owners may be legally competent to effect.
If, however, there should be any appearance of coercion on the part of
the employing Government, the consul's intervention would be justified.
The owners of the vessels should also understand that they can not expect
the United States to intervene in their behalf should the employing Government fail to pay them for their services, for while the United States
would not interfere to prevent an American vessel from voluntarily carrying arms and troops in the service of a Government trying to put down
an insurrection, it would leave the vessel and its crews so voluntarily entering into such service to the consequences of establishing such a relation.
18239-05--4
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Should a seaman employed for other services desire to be discharged, he
ought not to be compelled to serve in the transportation of arms and
troops.
JonN SHERl\IAX.
Respectfully, yours,
(Foreign Relations U.S., 1897, p. 331.)

Goncl-usion-(l). The conunander of the United States
\Var Ycssel should therefore reply that "\vhile the United
States \\·ould not interfere to prevent an A1nerican vessel fron1 voluntarily carrying arn1s and troops in the
service of a governn1ent trying to put dow·n an insurrection, it w·ou]d leave the vessel and its cre\VS so voluntarly entering into such service to the consequences of
establishing such a relation."
The issue of any such notice of caution and counsel as
that issued by Commander O'Neil is not mandatory,
though in 1nay be, on occasion, advantageous.
(2) In the situation in w·hich the troops had already
been •landed before the capture of the n1erchant vessel
the relations 1nay be materially changed, provided the
charter provision extend 1nerely to the transportation of
the troops to the seat of the insurrection, and provided
that the merchant vessel has met the provisions of the
contract and is no longer connected ,·rith the expedition.
As this is not \Var in "the legal sense," but only "in
the 1naterial sense,'' the vessel has si1nply perfor1ned a
mercantile act for the established Govern1ncnt, and upon
its con1pletion the vessel resun1es its status as a 1nerchant
vessel of the United States.
The con1mander should therefore extend to the vessel
the ordinary protection and \Vould not per1nit capture of
the vessel no longer concerned in the insurrection, or
if the vessel had been captured after fulfilling its contract
he should demand and secure its inuncdiate release. The
insurgents are not a responsible body. They have no
prize courts or other means of enforcing the la \VS of \\·ar.
They are therefore entitled to usc force against neutrals
only \Vhen this is absolutely essential in the actual con-··
duct of active hostilitjes. ·
l\Ir. Hay has clearly enunciated the position in a lette1
to the Secretary of the Na,;.y of ~ove1nber 15, 1902, in
which he says~
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But in no case 'vould the insurgents be justified in treating as an enemy
a neutral vessel navigating the internal ·waters, their only right being, as
hostiles, to prevent the access of supplies to their domestic enemy. The
exercise of this power is restricted to the precise end to be accomplished.
No right of confiscation or destruction of foreign property in such circumstances could well be recognized, and any act of injury so committed
against foreign€'rs would necessarily be at the risk of the insurgents. The
question of th~ nature and mode of the redress which may be open to the
government of the injured foreigners in such a case hardly comes within
the purview of your inquiry, but I may refer to the precedents heretofore
established by this Government in the enunciation of the right to recapture
Am€'ri~an vessels seized by insurgents.
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,
JoHN HAY.

(International Law Situation.•:;, Naval "\Var College, 1902, p. 82.)

SITUATION III, (d).
There is an insurrection in State X.
(d) Mr. Sn1ith, a citizen of the United States, is implicated in this insurrection in State X, and is sent out of
the country. ~1r. Smith, as a passenger upon a vessel
of State Y, subsequently enters a port of State X. While
upon the vessel he is arrested by t.he authorities of State
X. He then appeals to the commander of a United
States \var vessel to obtain his release, stating that the
action of the authorities of State X \Vas illegal and
unjustifiable.
What action, if any, should the con1n1ander take?
SOLUTION.
The con11nander could not clain1 the delivery or release
of ~1r. Smith to him, "but \Vould have to lirnit his action
to the exercise of good offices, so far as possible in conjunction \Vith" other representatives of the United States
to secure for :Jir. Smith "fair and open process of la\v,
\vith every opportunity for defense, and if convicted,
leniency of treatment." He should, if possible, warn
~fr. Smith of the risk he runs in again entering the jurisdiction of State X. It is a general principle that representatives of the United States in a foreign harbor
"can neither assist in nor resist the orderly operation of
the la\v of the port."

•

:NOTES ON SITUATION III, (d).

Questions suggested by the Situation.-Tw·o questions
naturally arise in connection \\~ith this situation, (a) the
question of asyhun for insurrectionists upon 1nerchant
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vessels, and (b) the question of intervention for the protection of those involved in insurrection, "?ho, after being
sent out of the State, return to its jurisdiction upon a
foreign 1nerchan t vessel.
The state1nent by ~Ir. Sn1ith that "The action of the
authorities of State X "~as illegal and unjustifiable"
involves other questions also.
The general position is expressed by the Depart1nent
of State:
The instructions to diplomatic officers of the United States provide in
regard to citizens of the United States that the diplomatic officers should
countenance ana protect "citizens" before the authorities "of the foreign
country" in all cases in which they ma3? be injured or oppressed, but their
efforts should not be extended to those who have been wi1lfully guilty
of an infraction of the local laws. It is their duty to endeavor, on all
occasions, to maintain and promote all rightful interests and to protect
all privileges that are provided for by treaty, or are conceded by usage.
If representations made to the authorities of the countries fail to secure
proper redress the case should be reported to the Department of State.

The vessel upon "?hich ~Ir. S1nith is a passenger
belongs to State Y. "fhe conunander of the ·war vessel
of the "Gnited States has, of course, no jurisdjction over
this vessel under ordinary circu1nstances. He might
at any time use his good offices to prevent, so far as
possible, injustice .to a citizen of the L"nited States .
.Alter his arrest )Ir. S1nith is \Yithin the jurisdiction of
State X. The question then becon1es one bet"?een the
United States and State X, and if the arrest is illegal
there 1nay also be a case bet"'"een State Y and State X.
''Thether ~Ir. S1nith, "?ho has been concerned in stirring
up opposition against State X, can clai1n any in1n1unity
fro1n the fact that he is on a n1erchant vessel or a passenger vessel of a foreign state \Vithin a port of State X
is one of tr_e points to be settled. The conunander of
the \Yar vessel "?ould be justified in any case in den1anding that the ordinary procedure for arrest of offenders
against State X be follo''Ted, so far as the exigencies of.
the disturbed condition of State X per1njtted. ''Thether
he could de1nand n1ore than this and a fair trial for the
offense coininittecl, involves the 1natter of asyhun for
political offenders upon private vessels of a foreign
state in the tin1e of an insurrection "~ithin a given state.
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(a) The question of asylum for insurrectionist~ upon
merchant vessels.

The opuuons rendered at various ti1nes on the subject are not entirely in accord.
The Barrundia case.-The case of General Barrundia
has been particularly discussed.
In a long dispatch bearing the date of November 18,
1890, l\ir. Blaine discusses the case of General Barrundia,
\vho had been shot \vhile resisting \Vith force arrest on
board the Pacific mail steamer Acapulco, sailing under
the American flag and plying bet\\~een Pacific ports.
General Barrundia had secured passage for Panama,
and had e1nbarked at a :\Iexican port. He \\'"as a political
exile fro1n Guate1nala. The captain of the A~apulco
requested of :\Ir. l\iizner infor1nation as to \\'hat he should
do in reply to the Guatemalan demand for the arrest
of General Barrundia \Vhen the Acapulco anchored in a
Guatemalan port. After a telegram, \\'"hich the captain of the Acapulco did not regard as sufficient, ~finister
~Iizner sent to the captain of the Acapulco the follo,ving
letter:
Mr. 1lfizner to Captain Pitts.

UxrTED STATES LEGATIO~,
Guatemala, August 27, 1890-10.30 p. m.
Srn: If your ship is within 1 league of the territory of Gautemala, and
you have on board Gen. J. ~l. Barrundia, it becomes your duty, under
the laws of nations, to deliver him to the authorities of Gautemala
upon their demand, allegations having been made to this legation that
said Barrundia is hostile to and an enemy to this Republic. Guaranties
have been made to me by this Government that his life shall not be in
danger, or any other punishment inflicted upon him than for the causes
stated in the letter of Seiior Anguiano to Consul-General Hosmer, dated
yesterday.
I have, etc.,
LAxsrxG B ..:MrzxER,
· United States j f inister.
Capt. W. G. PrTTs,
Commanding Pacific JI. S. S. Co.'s Steamship Acapulco.
(For. Relations of U.S., 1890, p. 85. )
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Conunander Reiter had telegraphed to ~Iinister
-:\Iizner on August 27, 1890, at 8 p. 111., as follo"'" s:
SAx

Jos}:

DE GuATEJIALA,

August 27, 1890.
United States Jfinister:
Banundin. expected in steamer. As peace is declared, I suggest that
you ask GoYernmcnt to permit Thetis to take him to Acapulco, we acknowledging their municipal rights over steamer. Steamer Acapulco in sight.

:JlrzxER,

REITER.

On the follo,Ying day Conunander Reiter sent a letter
detailing the course of eYents:
Commander Reiter to ..:.lf r. 1lfizner.

U. S. RAXGER, August ~8, 1890.
Srn: On receipt of your telegram about 6.30 p. m. yesterday,
I went ashore and sent one to you at 7 p.m. I requested the commandant
to postpone action until I recei,Ted a reply, which he declined to do. I
waited until after 9 o'clock for a reply from you, and believe that my
dispatch did not go or that your reply was delayed, as I did not receive
it until 9.30 this morning. Am sorry my reply was too late.
The commandant did not take any action last night, but did to-day.
At about 2.30 we thought we heard firing on board the Acapulco, and a
few minutes after the Guatemalan flag was hauled down from the fore
and the United States flag hoisted. I then thought you had come down
and were on board, but learned later that it was intended to call assistance.
Lieutenant Bartlett soon came on board from the Acapulco and reported
that the commandant was on board the Acapulco, and that promiscuous
firing had been going on, and that the captain desired protection. I
immediately started, and was followed a few minutes later by Lieutenant
Harris with an armed guard of marines. On arrival I found that the
commandant had left with the body of Barrundia, and that all was quiet,
so I sent Lieutenant Harris back.
The following is as ncar as I could learn what occurred: \\hen the commandant arrived on board he delivered your letter to Captain Pitts, and
they both went to the captain's room, where it was read. The captain
then sent the first officer, ~Jr. Brown, to send all cabin passengers below
and to warn the steerage passengers to keep forward. The captain and
commandant then went to Barrundia's room. They stood outside, one
on each side of the door, while Banundia was inside smoking a cigarette.
The captain then told him of the letter, and he could not afford him further
protection. The commandant then said something to him in Spanish,
to which Barrundia replied, 'Bueno," when he quickly seized a revoh'"er
from the upper berth and fired two or three shots out of the door. The
captain and commandant beat a hasty retreat aft and took refuge in a
stateroom, followed by Barn1ndia firing wildly. He passed out to the
port side of the deck, then forward across to the starboard side through
social hall, then back through social hall, and turned to go forward on
the port side, when he fell.
DEAR

•
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It was impossible to point out just \Vhere the detectives were all the
time. Some sa:y· they were on the starboard side, and first shot and
wounded Barrundia when he appeared on that side, but the certain result
was that he died where he fell, pierced by several bullets. He must have
been terribly excited or scared not to have done any damage to his enemies,
for he had everything his own way for a few minutes.
I am sorry you have not been well since your trip to Acajutla, but hope
you are all right again.
Cmnmander Stockton returned yesterday. Everything is quiet at La
Union and Amapala.
Very sincerely,
GEo. C. REITER.
Hon. L. B. ~llzNER,
United States ]finister, Guatemala.
(Foreign Relations U.S., 1890, p. 86.)

President's state1nent.-The point of vie'v of the united
States Government at the ti1ne 'vas set forth in the
President's message of December 1, 1890:
The killing of General Barrundia on board the Pacific mail steamer
Acapulco, while anchored in transit in the port of San Jose de Guatemala,
demanded careful inquiry. Having failed in a revolutionary attempt
to invade Guatemala from ~Iexican territory, General Barrundia took
passage at Acapulco for Panama. The consent of the representatives of
the United States was sought to effect 'his seizure, first at Champerico,
where the steamer touched, and afterwards at San Jose. The captain of
the steamer refused to give up his passenger without a written order
from the United States minister. The latter furnished the desired letter,
stipulating, as the condition of his action, that General Barrundia's life
should be spared, and that he should be tried only for offenses growing
out of his insurrectionary movements. This letter was produced to the
captain of the Acapulco by the military commander at San Jose, as his
warrant to take the passenger from the steamer. General Barrundia
resisted capture and was killed. It being evident that the minister, ~fr.
~lizner, had exceeded the bounds of his authority in intervening, in compliance with the demands of the Guatemalan authorities, to authorize
and effect, in violation of precedent, the seizure on a vessel of the United
States of a passenger in transit charged with political offenses, in order
that he might be tried for such offenses under what was described as martial
law, I was constrained to disavow ~Ir. ~Iizner's act and recall him from
his post.
(President's ~Iessage, December 1, 1890.)

Subsequent statements.-The position of the United
States has been officially stated in certain correspondence
subsequent to that upon the Barrundia affair. This correspondence implies that the criticisin of ::\fr. niizner's

'.
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action in the case of General Barrundia \Vas in consequence of his assuming to give the Guatemalan authorities an order for the surrender of the accused, (General
Barrundia).
GUATE.:\IALA AXD

IIO~l)URAS-LOCAL

JURISDICTION OYER FOREIGN MER-

CIL\.NT SHIPS.

Jir. Huntington to ]Jr. Gresham.
PACIFic ~lAIL STEAMSHIP Co.MP ANY,

35 lVaU Street, 1Yew York, December 13, 1893.
Sm: Referring to our letter of the 11th of Xovember lust, we again beg
t o call the attention of the Department to the request contained in the closing paragraph, reading:
''In view of the fact that it is not the first case on record in which the
commanders of our steamers plying on the Central American coast have
been called on to deliver to the authorities of the different republics passengers on their steamers (accused of political offenses against said republics),
and under their charge and protection of our flag, we would esteem it a favor
\f some definite action should be taken by the Department, by prompt inter- ·
vention in this instance, to secure protection in the future for passengers,
cargo, and mails carried by our steamers, and that a definite policy be outlined by our Government and cmnmunicated to this company, in order that
such instructions may be issued to our commanders as will properly secure
the protection of our ships and prevent any misunderstanding on the part
of our officers which might contravene and confuse the wishes of our Government and involve the Department, as well as this company, in needless
complications."
The Department will readily understand that without some such definite
indication of the policy of our Government in connection with these cases
it is impossible for us to lay down a fixed rule for the governance of our commanders on the Pacific coast under which they shall act intelligently in
such emergencies.
We trust, therefore, that, in the light of all the facts in connection with
this incident now in the possession of the Department, it may be deemed
consistent to comply promptly with our request as above indicated.
I have, etc.,
C. P. HuNTINGTON, President.

1lfr. Gresham to 31r. Huntington.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, December 30, 1893.
Srn: I ha,·e given attention to your letter of the 13th instant, in which
you refer to the recent firing upon your steamer Costa Rica in the Hondurian
port of Amapala, and repeat the .suggestion contained in your letter of
November 11, 1893, that a definite policy in respect to surrendering accused
criminals when claimed by the local authorities iu a port of call be outlined
for t he guidance of your commanders.
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It is not practicable to lay down a general fixed rule applicable to the
varying conditions in such cases. As a comprehensive principle, it is well
establish~d in international law that a merchant vessel in a foreign port is
within the local jurisdiction of the country with respect to offenses or offenders against the laws thereof, and that an orderly demand for surrender of a
person accused of a crime by due process of law, with exhibit of a warrant
of arrest in the hands of the regularly accredited officers of the la,v, may not
be disregarded nor resisted by the master of the ship. On the same voyage
when the Amapala incident occurred Captain Dow appears to have acted
upon this principle in allowing the arrest at other ports, on proper judicial
warrant, of two or three other passengers accused of crime. That the passenger may have come on board at the port where the demand is made or at
another port of the same country is immaterial to the right of local jurisdiction.
Arbitrary attempts to capture a passenger by force, without regular judicial process, in a port of call may call for disavowal when, as in the present
case at ~-lll1apala, the resort to violence endangers the lives of innocent men
and the property o~ a friendly nation. "'\\hether, if force be threatened, the
master of the vessel is justified in putting in jeopardy, by his resistance, the
interests committed to his care must be largely a question for his discretion.
It is readily conceivable that the consequences of futile resistance to overpowering force may be such as to make the resistance itself unwarrantable.
The so-called doctrine of asylum having no recognized apphcation to
merchant vessels in port, it follows that a shipmaster can found no exercise
of his discretion on the character of the offense charged. There can be no
analogy to proceedings in extradition when he permits a passenger to be
arrested by the arm of the law. He is not competent to determine whether
the offense is one justifying surrender or whether the evidence in the case is
sufficient to warrant arrest and commitment for trial, or to impose conditions upon the arrest. His function is passive merely, being confined to
permitting the regular agents of the law, on exhibition of lawful warrant,
to make the arrest. The diplomatic and consular representatives of the
United States in the country making the demand are as incompetent to
order surrender by way of quasi-extradition as the shipmaster js to actively
deliver the accused. This was established in the celebrated Barrundia r.ase
by the disavowal and rebuke of ~Iinister "Jiizner's action in giving to the
Guatemalan authorities an order for the surrender of the accused.
If it were generally understood that the masters of American merchantmen are to permit the orderly operation of the law in ports of call, as regards
persons on board accused of crime committed in the country to which the
port pertains, it is probable on the one hand that occasions of arrest would
be less often invited by the act of the accused in taking passage with a view
to securing supposed asylum, and, on the other hand, that the regular resort
to justice would replace the reckless and offensive resort to arbitrary force
against an unarmed ship, which, when threatened or committed, has in
more than one instance constrained urgent remonstrance on the part of this
Government.
I am, etc.,
W. Q. GnESHA)I.
(Foreign Relations U.S., 1894, p. 296, 297.)
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~Ir. Bayard's letter of Xovc1nber 3, 1885, implies that
" X either a diplo1natic nor consular officer can oppose the
taking of a supposed cri1ninal fro1n an . A.1nerican '*essel in
port," and that of N oven1ber 7, 1885, says: "Nor can he
order thr surrender of such criminal." On ~larch 12,
1885, ~Ir. Bayard states: ""'Vessels entering foreign ports
are, unless exen1pted by treaty, an1enable to the jurisdiction of the country."
~Ir. Blaine· s position in 1890 " Tas to the effect that "the
practice in Spanish-.A.1nerican ports is to seek the consent
of the representative of the country to w·hich the Yessel
belongs." (Letter of K oven1ber 18, 1890.) In the conclusion of the sa1ne letter ~Ir. Blaine, jn speaking of the
GoYernn1ent, says: "On more than one occasion it has
per1nitted its legations and ships of "Tar to offer hospitality to political refugees. This it has done fron1 motives
of lnnnanity. Its vie"Ts "Tould not have been less pronounced iL in addition to the hu1nane aspects of the subject, it had also been confronted 'vith the duty of preventing the decks of its merchant vessels from being 1nade
the theater of illegal violence, upon groundless and unla"Tful excuses and w·ithout the pretense of legal forn1ality.
"For your course, therefore, in intervening to pern1it
the authorities of Guate1nala to accomplish their desire
to capture General Barrundia I can discover no j ustification."
The criticisn1 of ~Ir. l\Iizner's action seems to haYe been
based, therefore, upon his couise "in intervening to permit the authorities of Guatemala to accomplish their
desire to capture General Barrundia." The precedents
cited in the long letter of ~Ir. Blaine do not all bear upon
this point, ho,vever.
Later, on December :30, 1893, ~Ir. Gresham, as sho,-rn
above, arrives at the conclusion that "right of asylum
has no application to merchant vessels; masters, as "Tell
as diplomatic and consular officers, can neither assist in
nor resist the orderly operation of the la'v of the port."
(/hanges in the 1Vavy Regulations.- The United States
X avy Regulations theniselves sho"T to son1e degree the
change in attitude since the Barrundia case. The provisions of the Regulations issued in 1893 are very
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different in their tenor fro1n those 'vhich have been
issued since that ti1ne. There has been a marked
limitation in the statements in regard to asylum. This
may be taken as an indication of a change of attitude
on the part of the Government. It is certainly sufficient
evidence for the determination of the line of action for a
naval officer of the United States.
The clauses relating to asylum are here printed. The
difference bet'''"een the clauses of 1893 and the clause
of 1896 is such as to place the "·hole matter on a very
different basis. There is but slight difference in the
wording of the clauses of 1896 and 1900. The "'"ord
"local" is omitted in the issue of 1900.
The clause as issued in 1900 most nearly accords ""'"ith
current opinion, as sho,vn by 'vriters upon international
la,v:
Article £8'7, U.S. Navy Regulations, 1893.
1. In reference to granting of asylum, in the territorial waters· of a
foreign state, the ships of the United States shall not be made a refuge
for criminals.
2. In the case of persons other than criminals they shall be afforded .
shelter whenm'er it may be needed, to United States citizens first of all,
and to others, including political refugees, as the claims of humanity may
require and the service upon which the ships are engaged will permit.
3. The obligation to receive political refugees and to afford them an
asylum is in general one of pure humanity. It should not be continued
beyond the urgent necessities of the •situation, ·and should in no case
become the means whereby the plans of contending factions or their
leaders are facilitated. The captain of a shio of the Navy is not to invite
or encourage such refugees to come on board his ship, but should they
apply to him his action shall be governed by considerations of humanity
and the exigencies of the service upon which he is engaged.
4. "\Vhen a political refugee has embarked, in the territory of a third
power, on board a merchant vessel of the United States as a passenger
for purposes of innocent ·transit, and it appears upon the entry of such
vessel into the territorial waters that his life is in danger, it is the duty
of the captain of a ship of the Navy present to extend to him an offer of
asylum.

Article 288, U.S. Navy Regulations, 1896.

The right of asylum for political or other refugees has no foundation
in international law. In countries, however, where frequent insurrections
occur, and constant instability of government exists, local usage sanctions
the granting of asylum; but even in the waters of such countries officers
should refuse all applications for asylum except when required by the
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interests of humanity in extreme or exceptional cases, such as the pursuit
of a refugee by a mob. Officers must not directly· or indirectly invite
refugees to accept asylum.

Article 308, U.S. Navy Regulations, 1900.
The right of asylum for political or other refugees has no foundation
in international law. In countries, however, where frequent insurrections
occur, and constant instability of government exists, usage sanctions
the granting of asylum; but even in the waters of such countries officers
should refuse all applications for asylum except when required by the
interests of humanity in extreme or exceptional cases, such as the pursuit
of a refugee by a mob. Officers must not directly or indirectly invite
refugees to accept asylum.

Article 308 of the United States Navy Regulations,
'vhich prescribes the duties of officers in regard to granting asylurn, does not sanction any direct or indirect
invitation to refugees to accept asylun1.
The Gov·ernrnent 1nay of course perrnit, as ~Ir. Blaine·
says, its ships of 'var "to offer hospitality to political
refugees," but 'vithout such authorization the naval
officer is at present forbidden to ·make such offer.
In other cases 'vhere the n1atter of asylum is in question
he is in general to ren1ain passive.
The position taken in the Naval \V ar College ~Ianual
of International La,v seems to be the one most favored
at present. In speaking of a political refugee, the l\fanual
says: "\Vhen, instead of preserving the asylum and
refuge gained by reaching a foreign country, he deli berately exposes himself to arrest 3;nd punishment by
entering the territorial "raters of the country in 'vhich
he is considered an offender, he has no clain1 to the
protection of any other State," (p. 30).
Oonclusion.-From the abo~e discussion it is evident
that in judging of the action of State X the commander
should seek to kno'v:
(1) \Vl1ether the arrest 'vas made in due form, so far
as the exigiencies of the disturbed condition of State
X permitted.
(2) \Vhether any treaty provisions bet,veen the United
States and State X touched upon the case of 1\fr. Smith.
(3) \Vhether the trial for the offense, if permitted
under the treaty and not other,vise prohibited, 'vould be
fairly conducted.
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To this extent :Jir. Sn1ith is entitled to the good offices
of the official representatives of the united States
Governn1ent.
Beyond this it is a general principle that representatives of the United States in a foreign harbor u can
neither assist in nor resist the orderly operation of the
la\V of the port."
(b) The question of intervention for the protection of those
involved in insurrection who, after being sent out of the
disturbed State, return to its jurisdiction upon a foreign
1nercha nt ~vessel.

The discussion thus far applies in the n1ain to the
general subject of asylum upon merchant vessels.
The situation under consideration involves the particular phase of asylum in a case \vhere a United States
citizen "~ho has, after being sent out of State X because
of implication in the insurrection, returned upon a
merchant vessel to a port \\rithin the jurisdiction of
State X.
Attitude of the Department of State.-In the follo\vjng
q~otation fron1 a letter to the Secretary of the Navy
fron1 the Secretary of State, dated July 15, 1899, the
position is taken that .A. mericans, having been allo\\~ed to
leave a foreign country in \Yhich they ha\e been implicated in revolution, by returning to that foreign country
place then1selves beyond the po\Yer of intervention of
their o\\Tn governn1ent in thejr behalf:
Sm: I haYe the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
12th ultimo, inclosing a copy of one to you frmn Lieutenant-Conm1ander
Kimball, U. S. Xavy, commanding officer of the Vixen, at Bluefields, in
which he requests general instructions as to the policy of this Government
respecting the protection of such .A.merican citizens as, haYing taken part
in the recent insurrection at that place, were allowed to leave the country,
but who may again return thither and be apprehended and prosecuted
by the Xicaraguan authorities.
You request to be advised of the views of this Department on the subject.
In reply, I have the honor to inform you that an inst1uction, a copy of
which is herewith inclosed, was sent to our consul at San Juan del X orte
on ~fay 13 last, informing him that .Arnericans who were implicated in
that insurrection, and who have returned to Xicaragua, have placed
themselves beyond the power of this GoYernment to intervene in their
behalf should they be recaptured.
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The cases thus foreshadowed do not come under either the Burrundia
or the Gomez cnse referred to by Lieutenant-Commander Kimball. Those
persons were nntiYes of the country, in transit, and on board an American
ship entering a port of the country without intent to land. The 33 men
in question \Yerc expelled from Nicaraguan territory, and it is apprehended
thnt they may attempt to reenter ~icuruguun jurisdiction. Many, if
not most of them, arc understood to be citizens of the United States.
Efl'ort should be made to warn such persons in time of the risk they run
in reentering ~iraruguu, and, if occasion require, they might be temporarily
recch~eci on an American Yessel before they lund and before any process
of arrest under due warrant of law be attempted against them. If, howe,~er, they actually lund, or are arrested by judicial authority on a merchant
ship in port before endenYoring to land, the naval commander rould not
claim their release or deli,~ery to him but would haYe to limit his action
to the exercise of good offices, so fnr as possible, in conjunction with the
consular representatives of the United States, to secure for them fair and
open process of la,Y, with e,·cry opportunity for defense, and, if convicted,
leniency of treatment.

C onclusion.-,Yhile fron1 this letter there 1nay be an
in1plication that it applies only to persons "'"ho intend to
land in the state fron1 ,Ybich tl?.ey have been expelled,
yet the right to arrest before landing is adn1itted. It
becon1es very clear, then, that it is not the province of
representatives of the United States Govern1nent lJl
foreign ports to interfere to hinder the clue process of
local judicial procedure.
It is ho"·ever proper to use good offices to secure fair
trial and "leniency of treat1nent." .l-\.. naval officer may
also receive on board te1nporarily such persons as 1Ir.
Sn1ith "before any process of arrest under clue "~arrant
of la'v be atte1npted against the1n," and "effort should
be 1nade to "·arn such persons of the risk they run in
reentering" the state fro1n "~hich they have been sent.
The tendency seen1s to be to"'"ard the limitation of
the so-called right of asyhun to 1nore narrow· li1nits
fro1n year to year, and it 1nay no"· be said in the language
of the l{egulations of the United States N ayy "the
right of asylu1n for political and other refugees has no
founcla tion in interna tiona] la 'v."
Its exercise in advanced states is tolerated rarely, and
only under very exceptional circu1nstances, but is soine"·ha t n1ore frequently{ tolerated in case of disturbed
conditions in the less advanced states.

